
No Waves? No Worries. Argo
Yachting Appointed Dealer
of Radinn Electric Jet Boards

Radinn jetboards are some of the most exciting and reliable
jet boards on the market today.

Argo Yachting, sister brand to Princess Motor Yacht Sales, the
world’s largest distributor of Princess Yachts, has been
appointed as an official dealer for the Swedish designed
Radinn Jetboards in the UK, Germany, the Balearics and
Southern Spain.

Radinn jetboards are some of the most exciting and reliable
jet boards on the market today. They are simple to operate,
extremely quiet, quick to charge, and getting up to speeds of
up to 58 kmph, even on still waters, surfers no longer have to
hunt for big waves to get their thrills.

The Radinn jetboard is a fully modular system which means
you combine board, jet and batteries to tailor make your
experience. You can choose between three separate models –
Freeride, a great all-rounders board; Carve, for more advanced
riders and Explore – a more rugged board with built in
bumpers and a full impact deck pad. Boards are controlled by
a wireless hand held remote control, and powered by market
leading battery technology, which means you can get trouble
free surfing for up to 45 minutes. They are also very easy to
maintain. Depending on your choice of configuration, price
ranges between £6,700 - £8,800 inc vat.

“We are extremely excited about introducing Radinn to our
range of yachting accessories, toys and tenders. Radinn
provides some of the most exciting and reliable electric jet
boards on the market today. This new and exciting water
sports product will bring a completely new opportunity for us
and complements many of the products we currently retail."
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“We also think they will bring something fresh and different
for yacht owners to add to their boating experience. The
boards are really easy to use, and whether you’re a complete
novice, or someone with plenty of surfing under their belt,
they are great fun. We are thrilled we have been engaged to
be part of Radinn’s success, and look forward to introducing
new products as they come along.”

Argo Yachting currently specialise in the sales of new and
used motor yachts within the 30ft to 30m range.

For more information please visit
www.argoyachting.com/radinn or call Richard Clarke on +44
(0)1752 393311

For further information please contact:

Launched in 2018, Argo Yachting is a sister brand to Princess
Motor Yacht Sales, the World’s largest distributor of Princess
Yachts. Argo Yachting benefits from over 50 years of
experience in high-end motor yacht sales and multiple offices
across Europe.

Positioned as a luxury motor yacht brokerage for the 21st
Century, Argo Yachting aims to offer a completely different
kind of brokerage focused on providing an extremely high
level of service during and after the sale.

Argo’s new boat brands include the highly reputable Chris
Craft range of powerboats and Saxdor Yachts.

Argo Yachting provides global marketing to optimise the sale
price in the shortest period. The firm also has a team of
professional technicians to provide new owners with a
technical orientation and provide ongoing aftercare, including
the option of a mechanical and electrical break down
warranty.
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